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hat civil rights movement – Mary Baker Eddy and V
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perspectives that might best be des
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In Crossing Swords, Cindy Safron

Mary Baker Eddy played in laying

today. Through her book, readers 

in the late 19th century regarding i

acknowledged, an understanding t

issues mean in our society today. 
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“Crossing Swords tells the intertw

fearless American iconoclasts whos

American culture. Cindy Peyser Sa

to life in all of their brilliance and 

––––Debby Applegate, , , , author of the P
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“A remarkably even-handed explor
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attached to very different views ab

 -- Stephanie Coontz, author of M

“Crossing Swords is a fascinating 
their day.  Mary Baker Eddy, the f
flamboyant Victoria Woodhull cha
biography about two riveting oppo
matter how far apart, and never ga

-- Myra MacPherson, author of Th

Crossing Swords is the winner of n

� Women’s Issues from Inde

� Next Generation Indie Bo
Women’s Issues 

� New England Book Festiv
Spiritual category, and 201

� National Indie Excellence 

� Readers’ Favorite – 2015 H

 

onoff explains the important role that both Victoria

ng the foundation for the historic milestones we are

ers will discover that a much richer debate was actua

g ideas of love and marriage than has ever before be

g that will result in a deeper level of appreciation for

 

Praise and Awards for Crossing Swords 

twined tales of Victoria Woodhull and Mary Baker 

hose work on sex, love, and women’s rights changed

r Safronoff does a great job of bringing these fascina

nd eccentricity for a new generation of readers.”  

e Pulitzer Prize-winning biography The Most Famo

nry Ward Beecher 

loration of the little-known debates – and occasiona
arismatic 19th century women whose support for wo
 about marriage and sexuality.” 

Marriage, a History: How Love Conquered Marriag

g look at two Victorian woman leaders in the female
e famed founder of Christian Science, battled Free L
championed it.  Safronoff deserves our praise for a w
posites, who both fought fiercely for their avante ga
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� USA Best Book Awards – 

� Illumination Book Award 
category 

Crossing Swords

On Tuesday, August 2 at 7:00pm, 

Safronoff, author of Crossing Swo

intellectual conversation sparked b

bookstore has been a Cambridge l

provocative and inspiring ideas fea

understanding of this important an

Whether undertaking a climb of M

aspects of the early years of Ameri

of her life to exploring the nuance

State College in Olympia, Washin

certificate program at the Univers

through her studies to uncovering

rights movement. Safronoff curren

and the conservative suburbs of St

differing viewpoints within Americ

Mary Baker Eddy. 

For more information, visit http://
http://www.harvard.com/event/cin
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erican culture, such as the clashing views of Victoria
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